Anti AntiSemetism July 27th 2018
THE TREASON MEDIA Go ‘Total Fascist’ with Corbyn Anti Semetic FAKENEWS.

Anti AntiSemetism
Reply to Melanie Phillips, @TheTimes, London
I was very disappointed to read your article on the British Labour Party.
I have not seen or read any evidence of anti Jew behaviour in Labour.
All I have heard is that Corbyn failed to remove a picture from a wall & MP’s have been attacked verbally
for rascist tweets.
I was also astonished to see three newspapers use their front pages to "out" Jeremy Corbyn as a Jew
Hater.
Previously I thought that this Jew thing was something that only people in London understood.
But then, as I originate from London & having worked for Jews in the rag trade surely I would have noticed
something.
I also heard that Mi6 would never allow Jeremy to run the country as he is anti war & anti banker fraud.
I now assume that, like the Trump "Russia Collusion" media manufactured treason against The President,
This is London Media's Fake News project.
This has been going on for two years now.
Skynews Papers evening show is particularly vehement against Corbyn.
Of course we all hate The Bankers, who steal our money & taxes on a daily basis and have in the past
used paedophilia, blackmail, bribery & murder to promote their cause but I don't think that was because
they were Jewish.
The protection of Israel by the USA & UK is another confusing conundrum especially when Israel appears
to be led by Khazafarians & not Jews at all.
London politicians & media appear to have dug themselves into a hell hole of disinformation & chaos.
While it is amusing to watch the London "intelligensia" disintegrate into insanity from The Shires it cannot
be good for the future of England & humanity.
The Eton Boys Criminal Cartel is obvious to all but still, like naughty schoolboys, they continue to think
they are "superior" beings.
The Media is a narcissistic mirror to politicians & the Banker Crime Cartels, it validates their actions with
propaganda & censorship.
Did they forget that all their communications are intercepted & stored?

Maybe that is why The Media & The Establishment are so frightened of Jeremy Corbyn;
Because he is honest.
A concept which they fail to understand.
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